Welcome to the realm of Pigtronix!

Pigtronix Philosopher Bass Compressor brings the heralded Philosopher’s Tone compressor circuit to bassists in a micro pedal. The sustain control on this pedal varies the compression threshold to provide everything from subtle peak limiting to infinite clean sustain, all with incredible low end response. The Philosopher Bass Compressor also sports a compression blend knob, mixing clean tone in parallel with the optical compression as well as a Grit knob for mixing in harmonic distortion tuned for low frequency domination.

EXPLANATION OF THE CONTROLS

**SUSTAIN**
Sets the threshold for the compressor. Turn it up for more intense compression and sustain.

**BLEND**
Determines the mix of effected and dry signal. The effect gets more intense as this knob is turned clockwise.

**GRIT**
Blends in a layer of warm and wooly overdrive inspired by Jack Bruce.

**VOLUME**
Sets the overall output level of the device when engaged. Turn it up for a boost.

**POWER**
The Philosopher Bass Compressor Micro requires a standard 9VDC neg. tip power supply. Current draw is 35mA.

The Philosopher Bass Compressor Micro does not take batteries. The Philosopher’s Tone Micro uses a DC to DC converter to achieve 18V internal power rails for maximum headroom.

DO NOT attempt to power the Philosopher Bass Compressor Micro with an external 18V power supply.